Apangea Learning

**Apangea Learning** provides one-student-to-one teacher differentiated math instruction through a unique integration of proprietary tutoring technology and live, online certified teachers. A web-based solution, **Apangea Learning** can be accessed from any computer with an Internet connection.

Big Universe

**Big Universe** is an online reading and writing community for grades preK–8. The website provides a large library of leveled non-fiction and fiction online books, an online writing and publishing tool, a safe bookshelf sharing community and many supporting tools such as reading logs and more.

BrainPOP

**BrainPOP** is designed to actively engage students in hundreds of curricular topics. Science, Math, Social Studies, English, Technology, Arts, Music and Health are all brought to life online through animated, web-based movies, interactive quizzes, activity pages and related features. **BrainPOP Jr.** is for K–3, **BrainPOP** is for grades 3 and up, and **BrainPOP Español** is in Spanish.

CILC

**CILC** quickly and easily places the awesome power of video teleconferencing (VTC) right into your hands, delivering proven professional development training for beginners up to experts. These Professional Development packages will train your users on the effective use of VTC and will plug your schools into rich, quality content that spans the curriculum spectrum.

Gaggle E-mail and Student Collaboration Tools

**Gaggle** is a safe, web-based communication system for students where the teacher is always in control. **Gaggle** offers a suite of safe online learning tools that will propel your students and teachers into true 21st century learning including student e-mail, blogs, digital lockers, student-to-teacher SMS texting, social wall, Zoho Docs and calendars.
Get connected with netTrekker, the leading educational search tool for K–12 students and educators. netTrekker connects you to the most relevant, standards-aligned digital resources for engaging students in a learning experience that supports their unique needs. Weekly Reader is an available add-on to your netTrekker subscription.

### Learn360

Learn360 offers outstanding K–12 digital content through cutting-edge technology delivered in a familiar online environment. The advantages of Learn360 are: accessible 24/7, multiple online delivery options, outstanding visual quality, leading K–12 educational content, state-of-the-art search capabilities, correlations to state standards and more.

### MyVRSpot

MyVRSpot is an innovative way to connect students and educators with true Web 2.0 technology. MyVRSpot provides students with a hosted webspace to upload their videos, audio files and pictures. MyVRSpot encourages students, teachers and administrators to upload and publish content to their webspace to become “push button publishers.” Multimedia goes through a screening process and must be approved before being viewed by other students.

### Gaggle E-mail Archiving

Gaggle's hosted archiving solution ensures that all messages are saved on redundant storage systems. These systems are designed to work with multiple drive failures and provide snapshot capability so files cannot be inadvertently or intentionally deleted. Gaggle’s interface makes searching for and recovering archived message convenient and simple.

### SchoolDude

SchoolDude is the nation’s number-one provider of operations-management solutions for the education market. SchoolDude's suite of solutions for IT, facilities and business operations live in the cloud, are affordable and easy to use, and have been adopted by more than 5,000 educational organizations in all 50 states and eight countries.

For more information or a price quote, please contact your Account Services Manager or ENA Consortium Manager Kylie McGee at kmcgee@ena.com.